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OUR PACT
Success for us is helping
our customers to print,
communicate and reach
their customers smartly,
sustainably, and mindfully.
The success of our customers
and the impact of their
campaigns is at the heart of
everything we do. Being an
ethical, sustainable business
that carefully manages our
environmental impact is of
the highest importance to
us; we want to ensure that
we have a positive impact on
people, our communities and
the planet.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES

1. Identify carbon
neutral print
solutions to meet your
environmental goals.

4. Use vegetable-based
inks and print alcohol
free by removing IPA
(Iso-Propyl Alcohol)
reducing volatile
organic compounds
(VOCs).

7. Ensure that any
unavoidable carbon
emissions from
production and from the
lives of our workforce,
have been offset
through dedicated
environmental projects.

2. Find materials that
have the right look and
feel, whilst helping
you make your supply
chain smarter.

5. Certify that
your printing is
derived solely from
recycled resources or
sustainably managed
forests.

8. Handle sensitive
customer data for
mailings whilst being
GDPR compliant and ICO
certified.

3. Use renewable energy
derived from our 14,000
sq.ft. solar panelled
roof, which saves over
52 tonnes of CO2 each
year.

6. Certify that your
printing is Carbon
Balanced by The World
Land Trust; we can
provide you with carbon
balanced printing
certificates and print
your work with the
prestigious World Land
Trust Carbon Balanced
stamp

9. Ensure zero waste to
landfills.
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WE WILL
10. Fully commit to our
CSR and ESG pact and
this Sustainability
Pledge with verified
accountability to the
highest standards.
We are in the final
verification stages of
becoming a Certified B
Corp, which will hold
us transparently and
legally accountable
for our social and
environmental impacts.
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OUR MISSION
Our mission is to deliver the
highest quality, creative,
professional Printing Services;
smartly, sustainably, and
mindfully.
Utilising our knowledge of ecofriendly printing methods and the
latest technologies in marketing,
graphic design, print and direct
mail; we support our partners to
reach their goals, whilst staying
true to their values. Mindfully
we bring brands to life; we make
connections, generate results,
and create reactions.
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OUR STORY
For over 10 years we have
been working with premium
and lifestyle brands to bring
products and services to life on
paper - and to deliver products
campaigns directly to the hands
of customers.
As a printer we became
increasingly aware of the
environmental impact of our
industry and we didn’t want to
sit back, accept things as they
were and do nothing. We decided
to make a change and in doing so
help our clients make positive
changes too. We thrive on helping
our clients make an impact
with their customers; an impact
that helps them to grow and to
succeed. But we don’t want that
impact to negatively impact on
the environment.

“ And that’s when we started to do things
differently. Our focus was on craftmanship,
quality, speed, and price, but we realised we
can achieve all four and be more mindful of
our environment. We educated ourselves on
how we can print smartly, sustainably, and
mindfully. We made changes. Now at JUMP
we help our customers achieve their goals,
but we can also help them realise ways to
achieve those goals, whilst being mindful of
their environmental impact and true to their
values. ”
Tony Napodano
Managing Director
Jump Design & Print
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JUMP is now a Certified B Corp
company.
We want to be held publicly and
transparently accountable for our
social and environmental impacts,
ensuring that we operate with
the very best ethics and best
practices at the forefront of all
decisions.
In addition to formalising our
environmental and social policies,
we have amended our Articles of
Incorporation with Companies House
to consider the impact of our
decisions on all our stakeholders
– customers, employees, suppliers,
the envirownment and local
communities.
This means that we now have a
binding and legal responsibility
to act in the best interests of
our stakeholders and not just our
shareholders. We are committed to
only use our business as a force
for good.

“ As a B Corp certified
business and with our
ongoing development of
our Mindful Printing and
Direct Mail Strategy we
will continue to pioneer
new industry standards
for ethical printing and
direct mail. ”
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100% CLIMATE NEUTRAL
At JUMP we are proud to be 100%
Carbon Neutral. The three core
principles at the heart of our
Environmental practice are to:

MEASURE
REDUCE
OFFSET

We measure and calculate the
carbon emissions inevitably
generated in the value chain,
reduce emissions wherever possible
and offset the unavoidable via
recognized carbon offset projects,
with our environmental partners,
the World Land Trust and Ecologi.
This means that our customers
can take climate action by using
our services. Our commitment
to a carbon neutral production
value chain enables our customers
to produce printed products
and packaging solutions - and
to distribute them, smartly,
sustainably and mindfully.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
Reduce Emissions

Offset Emissions

We work hard to reduce carbon
emissions in our value chain as
much as possible.

We offset 100% of our carbon
production in partnership with
the World Land Trust
and we are one of the few UK
printers to qualify as a World
Land Trust Carbon Balanced
Printer.

We are a Zero Waste company,
details of our waste policy are
detailed in this report. We also
use our unparalleled knowledge
of sustainable materials, inks
and printing best practice to
manage both waste and emissions
to minimum levels.
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Renewable Energy
We produce much of our energy
needs using in-house renewable
sources to cover printing
operations. This energy is
derived from our 14,000 sq.ft.
solar panelled roof which reduces
our carbon emissions by 52 tonnes
every year.

Climate Positive
Workforce
We operate a “climate positive
workforce,” certified by Ecologi,
offsetting 224.26 tonnes of
carbon per year. What does
this mean? Well, through our
contributions, every member of
our team is carbon positive
(including their home, personal
travel, holidays, food, and
hobbies!). The certification also
offsets our business travel.
Through our partnership with
Ecologi we have pledged to plant
1,000,000 trees by 2030. We are
on our pathway to meeting this
forest rehabilitation pledge
and have already planted 65,419
trees over the past 12 months.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
Paper
We are very aware of the
importance of using materials,
derived from sustainable sources.
Paper is obviously our prime raw
material. We ensure that all
paper products are supplied from
accredited merchants and that
they are either manufactured
from mixed sources or from
recycled material. We are also
aware of the advantages of using
paper and board, which has been
manufactured without the aid
of the chlorine. Our expert
production team keep abreast of
technical changes in the paper
industry in order to advise our
customers of materials, which
have the least environmental
impact. We promote and recommend
the use of stock papers enabling
us to buy in bulk and on reels
therefore reducing the number

of supplier deliveries to us.
Our own customer deliveries are
planned and wherever possible
grouped by destination, the use
of smaller or larger vehicles is
considered when working out loads
in order to minimise transport
carbon emissions.
All of our paper is fully FSC
certified, Carbon Balanced Paper,
provided through our partnership
with the World Land Trust to us
as a Certified World Land Trust
Carbon Balanced Printer. You can
be confident that our paper is
sourced from the most responsibly
managed forests possible, causing
minimal environmental impacts.

Ink
JUMP uses printing ink that is
made from vegetable oil as a
substitute for petroleum. These
inks significantly reduce the
amount of toxic metals and VOCs
released into the air during
printing. We have an on-going
commitment to minimise chemical
and solvent usage in order
to reduce the environmental
impact and limit staff exposure
to harmful substances. Our
investment in modern repro and
printing equipment is in response
to these environmental guidelines
and the need to implement waterbased solutions. This has
significantly reduced the risk
of air pollution and implemented
healthier working conditions.

Packaging
All of our packaging materials
are fully recyclable and made
from natural materials.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES
Our Waste

Cardboard Waste

Mineral Oil Waste

Our Environmental Policy
acknowledges our commitment to
effective waste control, the
use of sustainable and recycled
materials and the reduction of
harmful emissions. We recycle
430 tonnes of paper waste and
8 tonnes of aluminium printing
plates, per year.

After sorting and grading it is
either processed for recycling
or shredded for use as animal
bedding.

A gravity separation process
and a pH adjustment process is
carried out, and any water/
alcohol removed. The oil can then
either be used as low-grade fuel
oil or a biological treatment is
carried out with 5% residue going
to landfill and the remaining 95%
being re-used.

Since last year we are proud
to be a “Zero Waste” company.
All of our waste is collected
by Environment Agency certified
disposal contractors (Viridor
and J&G Environmental) to ensure
that wherever possible recycling
takes place, or that disposal
is carried out appropriately
and legally. Our waste products
are segregated and stored in
appropriate containers.

Paper Waste
Is de-inked sorted, graded and
processed for recycling.

Plastic Waste
Is sorted into different grades
of plastic i.e. polyethylene/
polypropylene etc., and then
baled into 500 kg loads. It is
then stored prior to shipment
to an end recycler for use
in injection moulding and
manufactured into building
materials – guttering, drainpipes
etc.

Steel Drums
Steel drums are emptied of any
residue and checked for faults
and where possible reused.
Damaged drums are crushed and
recycled.
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Used Aluminium Plates
Aluminium plates are melted
down and re-used as a pure raw
material.

Disused Electrical &
Electronic Equipment
Disued electrical and electronic
equipment is collected and
delivered to an approved
dismantler where they are
segregated by material. Glass,
plastics and metals are reclaimed
while all other elements are
melted down and ground to dust.

Fluorescent Light
Tubes
A specialised recycling process
allows all glass, aluminium,
metals and mercury to be
recycled.

Charitable Donations
We currently support Sheffield
Children’s NHS Foundation Trust
(located close to our JUMP North
office) and Amwell View School
and Specialist Sports College,
for children with severe and
complex learning difficulties
(located close to our JUMP HQ in
Hertfordshire).
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT & GIVING

Volunteer Projects
As part of our ongoing commitment
to support our local areas, every
JUMP employee is supported to
complete 20 hours of community
volunteering per year. These
hours can be conducted during
the working week at full pay.
Our volunteering projects to
date have focused on beach
clean-ups in the UK’s southeast.
Throughout 2021 we are committed
to volunteering with the Forestry
Commission to aid forestry
conservation and rehabilitation.

Local Economic
Development
We have a commitment to purchase
at least 50% of core products
from independent suppliers local
to our offices. Last year we
purchased 63.21% of all COGS from
local and independent suppliers.
Local businesses form a
significant part of the UK economy
and so JUMP is committed to
building local links to support
independently-owned businesses
and ensure a thriving local
economy.

BCorp - Our
Formalised CSR Pact
In our work to become a
certified B Corp we have
formalised and made a legal
commitment to our Corporate
Social Responsibility Pact.
B Corp certification is the
Gold Standard to verify an
organisation’s positive impact
on its governance, workers,
community, customers, and the
environment. As we are now in
the final stages of verification
we excitedly anticipate our
certification within the next few
months.

instagram.com/jump.dp
linkedin.com/company/jump-design-print
facebook.com/jumpdp

+44 (0) 1920 319 111
hello@jumpdp.com
www.jumpdp.com

